FSM Community Collaborative: Eastern Michigan University, Housing Domain.

Welcome from MAGIC: Denise Hubbard, GA for Magic.

Life Domain Passport Activity:

Feedback/Experience:

Students: 5

Finances/Employment: Tanya Maki (ETV/Samaritas),

Life skills: Joi Rencher (Magic), (counselor/state of MI)

Cutural Personal Identity: Marla Garmo (MYOI MACOMB), Denise, GA Magic, Sam, Junior EMU

Supportive Relationships/Community Connections: Elise Bugs, Student success partnership at EMU, Janette Bridges, FC Review Board, Tracy Childs, DHHS

Housing: Janette Salva, Housing Residence Life EMU, Jennie Harmon, Our House

Physical/Mental Health: Special Education major, those w/ disability

Education: Kathy, Washtenaw CC REACH, Heather Owens, SVSU/Delta FAST

Ray Ann: Works at foundation at EMU, set up scholarships

Crystal Shaw, Education Planner for Macomb

Megan Mahoney. MYOI

Shelia Johnson, Retired entrepreneur. MSW.

Michele Crumb, Regent at university.

7 Life Domains Overview: Housing.

Poll Everywhere--biggest challenge to finding safe housing: housing is not affordable.

- Youth exit the system prior to 18 so ineligible for stipend
- Resources and funding are not aligned in counties circumstances
- Youth don not have control of circumstances that lead to ineligibility.
- Income qualifications. Complex situation...
- Proximity to school/Work due to transportation issues.

Panel:

Find balance between housing and school. How rapidly the challenge of housing creates much bigger issues. survival mode. Work of being at university is work of being student. Set yourself up for success. Cannot pick 4 year university just for a place to live.

School breaks—major challenge
Resolve conflicts, networking!!

Unexpected eviction

Being gullible

More challenges than successes when it comes to housing domain

Limitations in funding

Vulnerability in relationship with landlords

“Jumping through hoops” for money—living on campus

SOCIAL CAPITAL

Over being disappointed